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INTRODUCTI ON

Many parts of interior Alaska have a fire-dominated environment.

Annually about one million acres of forest land are burned throughout the
state. The more intense burns occur in the black spruce (Pieea mariana)

forests which are characterized by a thick organic layer and a shallow
mineral soil underlain by permafrost. The result of a fire in a black spruce
setting is the immediate destruction of the tree, lichen and moss, and sur
face organic layers. The degree of disturbance depends upon the intensity

of the burn which is related to wind, temperature, humidity, soil moisture,

type and quantity of fuels, and topography. This change in the surface
boundary caused by fire is reflected in several heat and mass transfer

processes of interest.

The trend over the past three decades in Alaska has been an increase
in the number of fires, but a decrease in the total acreage burned (Barney,
1971 ) .

Time No. of Fi res Total Acreage Average
Burned Acreage/Fi re

1940-1949 1138 12.4 x 106 10,906
1950-1959 2583 10.7 x 106 4,137
1960-1969 2380 6.4 x 106 2,674

Lightning accounts for only 30% of the individual fires; however, these
fires account for almost 80% of the area burned. More efficient methods of
fire prevention and control are reflected by the substantial reduction in

total acreage burned in the last decade.

Wright and Heinselman (1973), in discussing the ecological role of fire,

listed six generalized effects: influence on the physical and chemical environ

ment; regulator of dry matter accumulation; controller of plant species and
communities; determinant of wildlife habitat patterns and populations; control
ler of forest insects, parasites, and fungi; controller of major ecosystem pro
cesses and characteristics. Many of these categories overlap and therefore are
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not completely separable. Discussion in this paper will deal only partially

with the influence on the physical environment and more specifically with

the thermal and moisture regimes of the near-surface soils.

The objectives of this study were to examine the soil moisture and tem

perature conditions in a burned and an unburned area in a black spruce forest.

Presented in this paper are the results of one year of data collection; the

same data for an area burned in 1971 are also included. Field data results

are complemented by both a conceptual presentation of changes induced by fire

and a mathematical model describing the drainage characteristics of the near

surface organic layer.

The preliminary results of this study indicate that major changes do

occur in the physical system resulting from fire manipulation, both in the

thermal and moisture regimes. An understanding of heat and mass transfer

dynamics is vital to any meaningful understanding of biological and chemical

system dynamics, as well as the hydrologic system. Changes in the hydrologic

system are more apparent at the air/ground interface, although almost all

facets are influenced.

CONCEPTUAL r-UDEL

Fire in subarctic forests produces a series of changes in soil condi

tions and in the vegetative cover. The time sequence of events following

a fire is important if fire is to be used as a forest management tool. In

order to improve our analysis of this sequence, the following conceptual

model is presented (Figure 1). The purpose of the model is to focus atten

tion on sequential events of importance in order that fires can be planned.

The model is an outgrowth of an earlier model proposed by Luthin and Guymon

(1974).

The most obvious effect of fire is on the canopy of trees. However, a
more significant effect may be the partial or complete destruction of the
organic layer found at the soil surface. The thickness of this organic layer

-2-
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is variable but in many places it is 20 to 25 cm thick. Both the canopy and
the organic layer serve to insulate the mineral soil from incoming radiation
during the summer.

The presence of the canopy and the organic layer reduces the average
annual mineral soil temperature. Destruction of these by fire causes an
increase in the avera~e annual soil temperature. The de~ree to which the
canopy and organic layer are removed durin~ the fire event is a function of
the intensity of the fire.

After the fire event, the average annual soil temperature rises due to
the destruction of the canopy and partial destruction of the organic layer.

An additional factor affecting the thermal regime will be the site aspect.

Incoming radiation is, in part, a function of the aspect of the site.

After the fire event, a new vegetative sequence is established. The
improved soil temperature conditions lower the permafrost table and improve

the soil moisture situation. The result is a warmer soil with greater depth
to the permafrost table.

The situation is conducive to the reestablishment of a vigorous veoeta
tive cover. As the canopy develops and the organic layer beoins to reoenerate,
a situation develops which is conducive to a reduction of the avera~e annual

soil temperature. The burned area starts to revert to its original pre-fire
condition - shallow permafrost and waterlogged soil - which severely restricts
vegetative growth.

In a forest management program, it is important to be able to quantifY
the time sequence of the events described above. As an initial effort in this
direction, the conceptual model (Figure 1) was orepared. The exact functional

relationship is not known. Also the magnitude of the changes is unknown.
This is only a pictorial representation of the sequence of events related to

a fire. Efforts should be directed toward a quantification of the events.
Hopefully, the graph will help to direct research efforts into fruitful
measurements.
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The sequence of events preceding and following a fire can be character

ized as follows:

Phase I - Steady state phase.

This is the condition that establishes itself in a stand of black spruce

that has been protected from fire for long periods of time. A thick layer of

organic matter is present on the soil surface. The soil thermal "index" is

at its lowest point. The exact value of this index will depend to some extent

on the aspect of the site. As used here, the exact nature of the soil thermal

index is not defined and current research is directed toward the establish

ment of an index which will characterize the soil thermal regime. Permafrost

mayor may not be present at this time although there is an excellent likeli

hood of its presence.

Phase II - Post-fire phase of increasing soil temperature.

The fire destroys the canopy and partially destroys the organic layer.

The degree to which the organic layer is destroyed is largely dependent upon

the fire intensity. Practical information is needed relating fire intensity

to organic layer destruction since the organic layer plays a very significant

role in controlling the soil thermal regime. In this phase, the soil tempera

tures rise and revegetation starts. We need quantitative information on the

soil thermal regime during this period as a function of organic layer destruc

tion.

Phase III - Revegetation phase.

Revegetation starts soon after the fire event. However, it is some time

before the soil thermal regime starts downward again. Research is needed to

describe this period in quantitative terms. It will be influenced by the
rate of revegetation and by the rate at which the organic layer reestablishes

itself. As this happens, the soil thermal regime declines until eventually

we are back at steady state with permafrost, waterlogged soils, and reduced
plant growth.

-5-
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SETTING AND INSTRUMENTATION

Washin~ton Creek watershed (Fi~ure 2) is typical of interior Alaska
watersheds. This entire area is generally considered to be in a zone of

discontinuous permafrost bordered on the north by the Brooks Range and
extending almost to the southern coast. In some areas, permafrost may be

absent; in others it may exist 50-100 cm below the ground surface. In addi
tion to the importance of permafrost, an organic layer over the mineral soil
is very important. This layer appears to act as a buffer to both heat and
moisture flow with the maximum thickness of this layer exceeding 3D cm. The
physical picture presented here is one of a two- or three-layered system with
varying properties: organic layer, mineral soil, and possible permafrost.

At the study sites, the organic layer in the unburned areas is 20-25 cm

thick and, in the burned areas, the residual thickness is about 5 cm. The
mineral soil is composed of a variety of silt loams deposited over a hi~hly

weathered schist (Furbush and Schoephorster, 1974). Black spruce is the
principal tree type in this area, although mixed forests (birch, aspen, white

spruce) do exist in well-drained areas.

Six plots were instrumented. Two plots (N-l, N-2) were situated on an

east-west ridge in a 1971 burn site; two plots (S-l, S-2) were located on
the same ridge in the unburned forest; and two plots (BS-l, BS-2) were placed
in a undisturbed black spruce permafrost setting at a lower elevation with

poor drainage. The main field data collected were snowpack-organic layer
mineral soil temperatures throughout one year and soil pore pressures, pri
marily in the mineral soil, for the period August through December. Basic
instrument oositionin~ is illustrated in Figure 3. Other measurements inclu
ded soil moisture content, air temperature, snowpack depth and density, summer
precipitation, seasonal frost depth, and delineation of permafrost boundaries.

The tensiometers used to measure pore pressure consisted of a porous cup
attached to either a mercury manometer or a vacuum gauge. The main reason for
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collecting soil tension data is to predict soil water movement. The vertical
flux of water can be determined from the following equation:

Vz = K(z, e) ~az (1)

where
K(z,eJ = hydraulic conductivity of the soil at depth z and soil moisture

content e
$ = hydraulic head = -($+y)

~ = matrix potential

Assuming the osmotic and electrical potentials are minimal, the matrix
potential is the value indicated by the tensiometers. Once the correction

is made with regard to the position of the tensiometer cup in the soil column,

the hydraulic gradient (~) can be defined. No attempt was made to determine the
hydraulic conductivity in the laboratory for these soils. Numerous methods

for estimating hydraulic conductivity of unfrozen soils are available. Addi
tional work is needed to determine the hydraulic conductivity of frozen soils
and their relationship with moisture content and temperature. In natural
settings, the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity varies considerably for two
reasons: the vertical variation of the moisture content and the non-isothermal
conditions that exist in frozen soils. It would seem that there would be a
substantial reduction of the hydraulic conductivity in frozen soils where ice
crystals occupy spaces in the soil matrix. However, this same freezina process
is responsible for very high negative hydraulic gradients, therefore the reduc

tion in the quantity of flow may not be great.

In an attempt to measure pore pressures during the winter season, two
techniques were tried. One was simply replacing the water in the tensiometers
\~ith a solution of ethylene glycol and water. Since the interaction of the
antifreeze solution and the porous media is not known, the results of this

method are questionable.

The second scheme consisted of filling a small tensiometer with water.
The tube runni ng to the mercury manometer was fi 11 ed with an antifreeze
solution. A mercury plug separated the two fluids to prevent mixing. A

trench had to be excavated to install these tensiometers.
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It has been reported that most of our tensiometers failed during December
and January, a period of extremely low temperatures. It was assumed that the
fluid in the tensiometers froze and subsequently cracked the tensiometers
(allowing air to enter). When these instruments were removed in the spring,

they were all found to operate perfectly. Apparently this large loss in

fluid resulted from the extreme hydraulic gradients that developed. As the

soil froze, large negative tensions developed in the frozen soil; once the
air entry value of the tensiometer was exceeded, air entered the tensiometer,

bringing it into equilibrium with the atmosphere. Since it is not in equili
brium with the soil, the fluid flowed from the tensiometer to reach equili
brium with the soil. When the soil tension was less than one atmosphere

(negative), air again entered the tensiometer. Several such cycles soon

removed all of the fluid in the instrument.

Fluorescein-filled frost tubes were used to determine the seasonal frost
and permafrost boundaries. Thermistors with an accuracy of ±0.2°C were used
for all but the air temperature measurements. Soil moisture contents for the
mineral soil were determined by prescribed gravimetric methods. Soil samples
high in organic matter were dried in a microwave oven in order to prevent
oxidation of the organic material. This technique is discussed in a paper by
Miller et aL. (1974).

DISCUSSION OF DATA

The initial objective of this project was to collect some basic soil
moisture and temperature data in a burned and an unburned forest setting.

Washington Creek drainage has been proposed as an area for prescribed burns

in the future; an adjacent area burned during July 1971. Site selection in
Washington Creek drainage was based primarily on accessibility. Two sites
were located on an east-west trending ridge on the north boundary of the
basin. These two sites, accessible by a trail, were about 100 m apart. The
third site was along the existing highway, 120 meters lower in elevation.
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This study was envisioned as a long-term study with the preliminary data

from the first year helping to formulate the main structure of the process.
Later studies were to be more refined, addressing some of the more complex

and unique elements of this soil environment. While this was meant to be a
preburn study, it was felt that the instrumental plots in the burned areas
would yield beneficial information. This data made it possible to compare
temperature and moisture regimes, direct future data-collection for areas of
prescribed burns, and develop a preliminary understanding of the impact of
fi reo

As previously mentioned, the bulk of the data collected consisted of
temperatures (air-snow-soil), soil pore pressures, and soil moisture content.
This data was collected at weekly intervals from July throu9h December, 1974.

At that time, pore pressure measurements were suspended and soil moisture

samples were collected about once per month.

To date we have had very little chance to examine the hydraulic and

thermal properties of the mineral and organic layers. Plamondon et al., 1972,

discussed the hydrologic properties of the forest floor for a setting north

of Vancouver, British Columbia. The bulk density and thickness in these
forest floors are comparable to the Alaska setting. The hydraulic conducti
vity was found to vary about four orders of magnitude over a range of matrix
potentials between -.003 and -.OB bars and the layer stored a significant
amount of rainfall. An understanding of these properties under frozen con
ditions is likewise needed. Williams and Burt (1974) describe a method for

measurin9 hydraulic conductivity of frozen soils and discuss the variability
of the hydraulic conductivity as a function of temperature for a frozen silt.
Dingman (1971) looked at the water-holding and transmitting properties of
the organic layer for a setting near Fairbanks.

Temperature Measurements

Temperature data collection was initiated during the middle of July, 1974

(Figures 4, 5, and 6). At that time, the 9round had thawed to a depth of 55 cm

-11-
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at the lower unburned permafrost sites (BS-l, BS-2), 110 cm in the upper
burned site adjacent to the burn (S-l, S-2) and no seasonal frost was detected

in the burned area (N-l, N-2) at a depth of 120 cm. The insulative qualities
of the organic layer are exhibited in both unburned sites; temperature in

excess of 20°C were measured in these organic soils. Temperatures in the
mineral soil of the unburned sites are comparable, even though the depth of

thaw is much greater at the higher site. Temperatures throughout the mineral

soil in the burn site were much warmer than at the two undisturbed sites.

Very rapid freeze-back of both the organic layer and mineral soil occurred
at the unburned lower black spruce site during the early winter months. By
the middle of December, the active layer had completely refrozen. At the other

unburned site, it can be seen that the rate of freeze-back is much slower.
The upward migration of the permafrost table can also be observed. Temperatures
at the bottom of the active layer were measured at _4°C in the lower black soruce
site and near DoC in the upper black spruce sites. Between the 30 and 120 cm
depth in the burned area, the temperatures were between 0 and 1°C. Measure
ments at depths greater than 120 cm in the burned area were hampered by broken

schist fragments.

Troughs and ridges in the snow temperature contours reflect the winter
ambient temperatures. Temperature measurements in the snowpack of the
burned site and the lower unburned site were quite comparable. Temperatures
in the higher unburned site along the ridge were several degrees warmer.

Pore Pressure Measurements

During late July, August, and early September, tensiometers filled with

water were read 2 or 3 times per week (Figures 7 and 8). The soil tensions
vlere lowest in the black spruce shallow permafrost setting (50-150 cm water),
followed by the burned sites (75-225 em water) and then the unburned deep
permafrost site (100-300 cm of water). Measurement of soil tension in the
organic layer was attempted, but it was very difficult to get meaningful

-15-
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readings. It was apparent that this layer reacted very rapidly to surface
cooling; negative pore pressures increased very rapidly, reflecting the loss

of moisture.

The soil tension data during the summer at sites 5-1, 5-2, B5-2 and N-2

(Appendix B) have a very similar pattern. Examination of the precipitation
graph and the soil tension curves show that soil tensions are low during and

following periods of rainfall, steadily increase following this event, and
continue to rise until the next event. Very sharp peaks were observed between
August 20 and 30 at sites B5-2 and 5-1. Both these tensiometers were in the

organic layer and are showing a response to the first periods of frost. At
this time, the soil temperatures at the surface were slightly below O°C, while
temperatures in the deeper soil layers were several degrees above freezing.

The result of this colder temperature was to dry out the organic layer, as
indicated by the high values of negative pore pressures.

This same trend is illustrated for the soil tension measurements made

during the winter months. The tension values increased until the tensio
meters failed during a very cold period in late December and early January.

Values greater than 600 cm of H20 and 450 cm of H2D were measured respectively
in the burned area and the black spruce site with shallow permafrost.

50i1 Moisture Content

50i1 samples were collected on a weekly basis at three sites for labora
tory determination of moisture content. Once these soils froze, sampling on
the two ridge sites was impossible with our availahle equipment due to rock

fragments in the soil. However, the absence of such fragments at the lower
black spruce site made it possible to collect data at approximate monthly
intervals throughout the winter.

The soil moisture results verified the results from the tensiometers:
the black spruce site with shallow permafrost was the wettest, followed by
the burn site with the unburned ridge site being the driest.
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On the following figures (g, 10, and 11) displaying soil moisture con
tent, the moisture content is expressed as per cent by weight. Because of

the variability of the bulk densities of the organic layer and mineral soil,
it is advisable to represent the per cent moisture by volume. There is
nearly an order of magnitude difference in moisture content when expressed
as per cent by weight. Because of the format of the data, we have chan~ed

the contour interval.

The soil moisture content on each site, as well as between sites, shows

a certain amount of fluctuation. These fluctuations can be due either to
actual changes resulting from moisture fluxes or local variability. Because

of local differences, little can be concluded about moisture content in the
mineral soil. The maximum moisture content by weight is observed in the
organic layer. There is far more change in the organic layer. Johnson

(1964), in his study of the Hughes fire of 1962, discusses fuel types, par
ticularly the lichen-moss complex, and states that the rate of "moisture
change within this fuel type was quite rapid. He indicates that it may lag
behind changes in atmospheric moisture by less than one hour (of course this
would depend upon the depth). He reports values of soil moisture content by

weight of over 400% and less than 10%.

The general trend at the lower site (BS-l), which was monitored through
out the winter, was one of slow depletion of the soil moisture. This compares
favorably with the upward migration of moisture as indicated by the tensio
meter data. This movement would partially be in response to the thermal
gradients that exist.

Hydrologic Modeling

Research specifically related to soil moisture dynamics in the subarctic

and the effect of fire on the soil system is sparse. The first intense study
of the temperature and moisture regime of a subarctic soil in Alaska was
initiated and reported by Luthin and Guymon (1974). The measurements of pore
pressure and temperatures were made in several vegetative systems. This work
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led to the development of a conceptual model relating drainage, vegetative

cover, and the thermal regime of the mineral soil. An outgrowth of this pro
ject was a coupled heat and moisture transport model (Guymon and Luthin, 1974).

Their work was primarily with mineral soil; however, as the study progressed,
they recognized the importance of the surface organic layer.

Studies involving these same soils, when influenced by fires, are very
limited. Viereck (1973) does an excellent job of detailing present hydro
logically related work associated with wildfires in the taiga of Alaska.
Most of the work reported in this paper deals with the thermal regime during
the summer months. Studies related to the winter season and soil moisture
status are lacking. The role of fire as an integral part of soil develop
ment is discussed by Pettapiece (1974) for a hummocky permafrost soil in
northwestern Canada.

Because of the sparseness of data verifying coupled heat and moisture
models and the need to further explore heat and moisture fluxes in the layered

soils, particularly during winter, it was felt that a two-dimensional flow

model would initially yield more useful information. One immediate applica
tion of this data would be the prediction of nutrient redistribution by soil

water following a fire. To pursue this, a subsurface hydrologic model was
developed to study water flow in these soils. The model is two-dimensional
and simulates a flow region having uniform slopes of variable length and
inclination. A highly permeable organic layer overlays the mineral soil.

Because of its high porosity, the organic layer was given temporary water
storage of 1.4 to 2.0 inches. At prescribed time intervals, rainfall or
snow melt can be simulated. The resulting movement of water downslope was
then evaluated in terms of hydrostatic pressure head, flow velocities, and
moisture contents at different soil depths along the slope. The initial
model simulated water movement following a single storm and for a given ante
cedent moisture condition. SUbsequently, this model will be modified to
simulate moisture movement throughout the hydrologic year. Available field
and weather data will be utilized to estimate precipitation frequencies and
amounts, depths of unfrozen soil and thickness and water transmission proper-
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ties of the active soil layer.
patterns of water flow in these

organic layer characteristics.

From these results, we can establish generalized
soils as affected by precipitation, slope, and

The model is basically developed by utilizing the transient equation for
liquid water transport in soil created by hydraulic gradients (Equation 2).

This is the expression for Darcian-type flow in two-dimensional coordinates
without sources and sinks. For saturated, porous media that is uniform and
isotropic, this equation becomes the familiar Laplace-type expression. To
solve Equation 2, experimental relationships between soil water content and
pore water pressure head and those beu~een soil hydraulic conductivity and

pressure head are utilized.

A numerical analysis method is used in the solution of this partial

differential equation. First we express the derivative terms in Equation 2

in finite difference form. The latter equation is then applied to each point
in a two-dimensional grid that covers the flow region. These equations are

then solved for pressure head H at various times t by the a1ternating-direc
tion-imp1icit technique. The latter technique is essentially that reported
by Douglas, Peaceman, and Rachford (1959) and Rubin (1968). The entire com
puting operation is programmed for an IBM 375/165 electronic computer.

In the analysis, we assume the rrrineral layer to be resting on an imper
meable floor, the latter due to permafrost or impervious soil layer. Both

organic and mineral layer can be characterized by experimental relationships
among media water content, pressure head, and hydraulic conductivity. Esti
mated values for H are assigned initially to all grid points, then the resul

ting values are computed at t by solvinq Equation 2. A rainfall rate R can
be simulated at the ground surface for specified time intervals. Water flow
is evaluated following a single storm or snowmelt event and for a sequence of
storms. The computed values of H will reveal time patterns of water content
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and flow velocities at various elevations and for different thicknesses and
water-transmitting properties of the active layer:

a Ka(H+y) + i...- K a(H+y) =5 aH (2)
ax ax ay ay at

where

H = -.!:.. = the hydrostatic pressure head in the porous I1Edium
pg

p = the hydrostati c pressure

(H+U) = the hydraul i c head

K = the hydraulic conductivity of the medium. For negative values
of H (i.e., capillary pressure head), K is a function of H

~ = ~~ = the specific moisture capaci~y of the medium

e = the water content of the medium expressed as a total volume fraction

x, y = the coordinate directions, y being parallel to the earth's ~ravita-

tional field

p = mass fluid density

g = gravitational field strength

t = time

The two experimental relationships between soil water content and pore water

pressure head and between hydraulic conductivity and pressure head used in the

solution of the partial differential equation are:

K = K
o
/(A

k
Ho+l) (3)

e = e
o
/(A

e
Ho+l) (4)

\'ihere

K = unsaturated hydraulic conductivity

K = saturated hydraulic conductivity
o
e = unsaturated soil moisture content

e = moisture content under saturated conditionso
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Use of these equations and proper selection of the constant A are discussed
in a paper by Taylor and Luthin (1969). A plot of these relationships are shown

in Figure 12 for Ak = .01 and As = .001; these constants were selected for an
organic soil with a saturated water content of 0.90 cm3/cm3 and a hydraulic con

ductivity of 50 cm/hour. These values of hydraulic conductivity and moisture
content under saturated conditions are comparable to the values described by

many researchers, particularly Dingman (1971) in his work on the Glenn Creek
watershed just north of Fairbanks.

In this model the boundary conditions are presented as follows:

1. There was neglible water in the channel.

2. There was no moisture there across the lower boundary or the
upslope vertical boundary.

3. No moisture existed across the surface boundary.

The stipulation that there is no moisture flux across the surface boundary
is flexible. The program is written in order that fluxes can be handled across
the boundary; however, because of the variability of this particular flux, it
was felt that for the comparison of various cases, a simple approach would be
used. Other than fluid and media properties, the two major variables of impor

tance in any slope drainage problem are the dimensions and per cent slope. The

variability of both of these features in natural settings is well appreciated.
Due to the computer cost for each run, only a few runs ~Iith selected slope

angles and slope lengths were made.

The output from this model is in tabular form with the position of the water
table (saturated-unsaturated interface) indicated for various times by the calcu

lated pore pressure. This information is plotted in Figure 13 for a slope of 20%
and slope length of 8 m. It was assumed in this case that the slope was comp1etelv
saturated at time t=O. The drainage of this slope, once flow is initiated, is
described by Equation 2. As may be seen in Figure 13, after 60 hours this slope

is almost completely unsaturated. The length of time for complete drainage to
occur depends directly on the slope length. It has been mentioned that there
was not a flux across the upper vertical boundary, in the manner in which this
figure is plotted, it appears that there is drainage across this boundary.
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Actually, all the flow is in the direction of the channel and, if this plot were

drawn to scale, the lines indicating the water table conditions would slope toward

the stream.

This model is also constructed in order that the flow regime of more than

one layer can be computed. However, because of the layer variation in saturated
hydraulic conductivity between organic soil and mineral soil, we restricted our

selves to the organic layer where the greatest changes occur.

From the previous results, the outflow rate in cm3/cm/hour can be deter

mined. The flow rate for various slope lengths is shown (Figure 14), for a

20% slope and a saturated hydraulic conductivity of 50 cm/hour. Curves for

other initial moisture contents could be generated, providing curves for more
realistic conditions.

CONCLUSIONS

The recognition that many beneficial effects of fire do occur has altered

the present fire control philosophy. From our field data, it is clear that

both the thermal and moisture regimes undergo considerable alterations because

of fires. The degree to which these systems are influenced depends upon many

factors, primarily the intensity of the burn. Prior to any fire, natural

variations occur because of slope, aspect, and vegetation and soil conditions.

Basically, fires tend to add more variability to the natural setting.

It is this variability that makes modeling on a watershed scale very

difficult. Alteration of the system will have to be linked with the intensity

of the burn. Assuming acceptable models are generated and prescribed burning

becomes a reality, models for predicting the fire intensity beforehand will

have to be developed. These models will be based on weather and fuel condi

tions prior to and during the fire, as well as terrain features.

The conclusions reached from the temperature and soil moisture data are:

1. That thermal regime is substantially altered by fire; it appears that
the conceptual model presented accurately defines the long range
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pattern of the thermal regime. It is apparent from the field data
that temperatures in the burned area are much higher than those in

the unburned area for both summer and winter seasons. The variation

in the thermal regimes of the two unburned sites is not as apparent.

It should be emphasized that the difference in the depth to the

permafrost table differs almost by a factor of 2. This represents

the magnitude of variance expected due to differences in vegetation,

slope, slope aspect, drainage, etc. The depth to the permafrost table

in the burned area was never determined. From the measured tempera

tures, it is clear that it is now at a depth of several meters (and

degrading); prior to the burn, it was probably at a depth near 1 meter.

2. The near-surface moisture regime is influenced by fire, but not to

the same degree as the thermal regime. Due to a decrease in evapo

transpiration losses, the total moisture content in a column of soil

should increase. This is obvious from our data; however, the natural

variability that exists in undisturbed areas exceeds our observed

variability between an unburned site and a burned site. One reason

for this observation is that where permafrost exists, the water is

confined to a thin layer near the surface. As the permafrost deqrades

however, there is a much thicker near-surface layer in which this water

may be retained or through which it may be transmitted. The role of

the organic layer in a burned environment depends upon the intensity

of the fire. In organic soils in unburned settings, the tensiometer

data shows that water is retained by this layer and later lost by evapo

transoiration. It would be expected that saturated conditions would

develop only during heavy rains. This would result in a lateral flow

as well as an addition of water to the lower mineral soil. The tensio

meter data for early winter reveals th~t tre tnO':elnent of soil moisture
is upward towards the surface, resulting in soms depletion in bo~r. the

organic and mineral layers. The part I)lay2d by heat conduction "in

thawing frozen soils is well understood; however, the amount of heat
transmitted by convection (flowing water) above or through a frozen

soi 1 is not known.
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3. The flow results from the computer model give some insight into the

length of time associated with drainaoe of the oroanic layer and the
rate of outflow from a slope of given width. During the period in

which the summer field data \~as collected, rainfall was exceedingly
light and was never sufficient to produce saturated conditions in
the organic layer. Dingman (1971) reports that the water-holding

capacity of organic soils and the moisture content that we measured
was nearly 400% by weight. Since the conditions necessary to cause
lateral flow never occurred, no comparison with theoretical results
is possible.

A multitude of problems need to be researched before the capability to
predict changes resulting from fire in major ecosystems processes is possible.

We have touched only one aspect of the system.
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C TAYLOR.1975.TWO-LAYEREO MEDIUM~TRANSIENT FLOW ON SLOPING COLD REGION SOILS
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0003 15 ' FORI~ATI4X,9I41
0004 16 "FORMAr 171.'10.31

-ggg~ '-- 2F·· ~g~~nlj~lg~§lF15.51 ..
0007 25 FORMAT 1/,101.'11.31

. OOOR 30 FORMAT 1/,I6F7.21
0009 35 FORMAT 1/,16F7.01
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-0012 lt2-FoRMAT 1I,16F7.1I·
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0017 N2=N-2
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C C17 ANn CIS CONTROL C2
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0037 DO 80 J=l,N
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003'1 X=I-2
0040 XX=M-I
0041 Wll,J,ll =A*XX
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0110 Dl=Dll~J l-I+Oll,Jf21
0111 011=IDI+~lltJ+lIIJ+011~~~21)l2.
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0158 OOG=-FRAG3*WII-1IJ,3)-FRAGZ* WfI+IJJ,31+FRAG*WlItJ,3)+A*

lCOSITHETAI*IFRAGj-FRAG2)+SINfTHETA *fE~CFE-C*ALF -FZ4*WfI,J L l)
-0159--------..... IF I I. EO.M I OOG={)OG-BOK*'fRlJ+n';;R'I;J-=U )*COSlTHE'TA)'12.0 ----------------

0160 186 IF IJ.EQ.21 GO TO 220
0161 11' I J.EQ.Nll GO TO 225
0162 OfNOH=RET+ALF*GIJ-11
0163 ---, - -- BIJI=({)OG-ALF*BlJ-1I1/0ENOM
0164 G(J)=-CFF/DENO~'
0165 GO Tn 230

_O!66 220 OPG=DOG+..2 0 0* IR(3):-:B I? U:l:,S ~NLH!EI!.I *c.I;:_!;. ._

"1
~
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0167 BI21=OoG/BET
0168 GI21=-2.0*CfE/BE~TL- __

-0169 - GO TO 230-
0170 225 X=WII,NI,21
0171 WII rNl,2l=IOOG-CEE*Wll.N,II-ALF*BIN211/IALF*GIN21+BETI
0172 2Z7 IF ITN6.LT.151 GO TO 230

--0173----------- XX=ABStABSIWII,Nl,ZI'-ABSIXII------ -- -- ---- -----
0174 IF IXX.LT.C31 GO TO Z30
0175 WII,Nl,?)=IWll,Nl.Z)+XI/Z.O
0176 230 C=E

-0177 2:rS--R4 =R Z
0178 300 CONTINUE

C SElTING VALUfS OF H IN X-oIRECTION-
0179 310 DO 3Z0 K=2,N2

-0180- - J=NI-K+I --
0181 X=WII,J,ZI
0162 WII rJ,21=BIJI+GIJI*WII,J+1,21
01P3 _315 IF ITN6.LT.151 GO TO 320

-0184 XX=ABSIABSIWlliJ-,Z))-AElSIXlI--
01B5 IF IXX.LT.C31 uo TO 3Z0
o I8f> WII , J , ?l = I II I 1 , J, Z I +XliZ. 0
0187 3Z0 CoNliNUE

-Olea- --W IIt 1, ZI =W 11,3, ZI~Z.o*IR 13 r-R (Zrr*s-rNrrHETA1
0189 GO 0 154
0190 322 DO 340 J=1 N
0191 Wll,J,21=wI3,J,21+2.0*A*COSITHFTAI

-0192- 37,-U--W 1M3, J , Z I=W I MI, -J; 21"'2.0* A*COS ITHE"TA").------
0193 I ERROR=O.O
0194 ~ IF lITN4.GE.OI GO TO 400
0195 I 00 360 K=I,M3-0196-- --I=~'3-K+I - -- --- ------ --- ------------------------- ---------
0197 360 WRITF 16,301 IWII,J,21,J=1,N,K31
0198 400 J=l

C HYDROSTAIIC PRESSURE IMPLICIT IN Y-OIRECTION
-oI99---------'~--C=RI31-R (2) ----- -- - -- --- - ----- -- .--- - --""-''-----------'-

OzoO 403 J=J+l
0201 IF IJ.GT.NII GO TO 530
OZ02 f=RIJ+l)-RIJI

--OZ03 - --------[,ELV=A*IC+EI IZ~O--
OZ04 Xl=A/IZ.O*IC+f))

g~~ P,g=fi7~,5~Ir~OIIiJ'ZI
-0207 01=0 II+l ,J,1 H-O Hl;rzr--------------------

0208 010=IOD+OI!,J+l,II+0Ii,J+l.ZII/2o
0209 Dl1=IDl+DlI+I,J+l,11+OlI+l.J+l,211IZ.
OZ10 D20=IDO+Dll,J-l,ll+0II,J-l,ZII/Z.O

-0?11- 022=lDl+[)lI+11J-1,II+DIl+l.J-l,2117Z-;-O ------
OZlZ IF ll.NE.lnl uO TO 405
0213 Dl=Dll,J,II+Dll,J,21
OZI4 011= IDl+DI 1, J+l, 1 l+OII.J+l.ZII/Z.

--0215 - 02 Z= l D1+0 11, J -1 tlHO lIt J -"1 ; Z )) no=-.---------------------------
0216 405 IF (I.EQ.MI GO TO 418
0217 Xll=ABSlALOGIDll/OIOI I
0218 XIZ=ALDGlOII/0101

- 0 2 19 --- - 1F l XI I • GT. (1.693 I GO TO 408
OZ20 RZZ=IOI0+0111*E/l2.0*AI
o2 ?l GO 1 0 4 1 0

.--QgZ2 408 B-?Z=E*D~Q~)(12(!~!p.Q,:"gXPI::~H!I-,-) .

_.,
~..----- --
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0223 410 Xl1=ABSIALOGIDI/DDII
0224 XI2=ALOGlDI/DDI

-0225 IF lXH.GT.O.6Q3-J-GOI[J7;T2-
0226 Rl=IDO+D11*Xl
0221 GO TO 414
0228 412 Rl=A*DO*IFXP-lXI21-1.0J/lXI2*IC+EII-- 0229-----------414 IF I J. EQ. 2 I GO TO 418 - - --- ---- ----- -----
0230 Xll=ABSIALOGID22/D2011
0231 XI2=ALOGID22/D201
0232 IF IX1I.GT.0.6931 GO TO 416

-0233 R44= (D 20 +0 22 I *C/12 .O*A"}:-=~'-----------------------------
0234 GO TO 41&
0235 416 R44=C*020*XI2/1A*II.0-EXPl-XI2JIJ
0236 418 IF II.EQ.HI R22=R222

--0231 --- ---IF II.EQ.MI R44=R444
0238 IF II.EQ.21 R444=R44
OZ39 IF 1•• EO.ZI R222=RZ2
OZ40 RZ=R27.*R?22/IR22+R7.27 , _

-02~r IF lJ.EU.21 GO TO 420
0242 R4=R44*R444/IR44+R444J
OZ43 420 IF 11.FO.21 R3=Rl
OZ44 IF (I.EQ.H) Rl=R3

---0245- IF lJ.EQ.21 R4=RZ---------------
0246 OAG=I./Dll.J,11
0241 IF lI.EQ.INTI DAG=IDAG+l.0/0Il,J,lJI/2.0
0248 DAG=IT**T31*DAG

-OZ49 ALF=I.0/R3 ---
0250 CEE=I.0/RI
OZ51 ~ FZ4=DELV*ISI1,J.ll+S1I,J,211/12.0*OELTI
0252 ~ BE1=-(ALF+CEE+F24+DAGI--OZ53 - FRAG3=1.0/R4 ---- -- - ------ - --- --- - -- - ---------------- -------- -- ---- ---- -- --- -------
0254 FRAG;>= 1.0/R2
0255 FRAG=IFRAG3+FRAG2-0AGI
0256 OOG=-FRAG3*Wll.J-l,21-FRAG2*WII,J+I.21+FRAG*WII~J,21+A*

-- - lCOS I THH A) * I ALF-CFE I+S IN rTHETA"J'oq E*FRAG2-C*FRAG3 )""FZ4*WrItJ,1)
0257 IF II.I:Q.MJ 00G=DOG-[l0J<*IRIJ+II-RIJ-1I1*COSITHETAIL2.0
0258 422 IFII.NE.ZI GO 10 455
OZ59 BI21=IOOG-2.0*CEE*A*COSlTHETAII/BET

-0260 G(2)=-2.0*CEE/BET - -- ----
OZ61 GO TO 475
0262 455 IF 11.EQ.MI GO TO 465
OZ63 DENOM=IBET+ALF*GII-lll

-0264 BII I =rOOG-ALF*E\II';'ll J/DENO/f--
OZ65 Gll)=-CEF/DENOM
0266 GO TO 415
OZ67 465 X=WIM,JI31

-- OZ6A WIM J,3 =1 OOG+2.*A*ALF*COSITHETAr"'Z--;*ALF*ll fHI) J7f2-';*ALF*GfMU+BETJ---· ---- -- - - ----

g~~6 410 ~~=1~~~~pg1wt~~J~g,T~A~I~x" '
OZ71 IF IXX.LT.C31 GO TO 415

-OZ72 WIM; J.31=IWl M,J;3J+XI12;0--------------
0273 415 R444=R44
0274 416 IFll1N3.LT. 91GO TO 491
0275 IFtT3.LT.C6IGO TO 491-- 077A ---- .. --------- IF(1.NE.21 GO TO 471 -- ---
0277 SIZ,J.31 = IW(I,J.31 - WI1,J+l.31 + E*SINITHfTAII*2./R22
0278 GO TO 497

_Q279 471 S l.l! J! 3) =_~! r::-! ._~, 3 '-'~ ...J~.!.I_'._" .•3J.:-_~!!t.J~! .3-'-:t:E.:"~I..NLTHE_TA .1)_*2 ol_~~~ _
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0280 497 R3=Rl
0281 R222 =R22-02P2 500 CON'CINUE~---------- -----
0283 00 510 K=I,M2
02R4 I=M-K
g~~~ ._--~g~jI~f~~IIFGHI*WnH-;-J-31 ..._.---- -
0287 505 Y=AssIABSIWII,J,311-ABSIXI1,
02RR IF (Y.GT.C31 ERROR=ERROR+l.0

-g~g6 l~ l~~tt~~i 1~~. Vg·~~0510__---------------.
0291 WII,J,31=(WII,J,31+Xll/2.0
0292 510 CONT1NUE
Cl293. WI 1, J, 31 =W(3,J ,31+2.0*A*COSCTHETAI _
0294 WIM3,J,31=WIMl,J,31-2.0*A*COSfTHETAI
0295 C=E
0296 GO TO 403
0297 530 on 540 i=1 M3

-() 2'18 WI I • 1 , 3 1=W ir ,"3~'~H:'-2: 0*·CR"T3T--R-r 2Tf*SlNTTHET~TA"'I--------------------
0299 540 COIHINUE
0300 IF llTN4.GE.01 GO TO 543
03Gl . DO 542 K=1 ,M3 .. __ . _.__ . . ._ .
0302 I=M3-K+I
0303 542 wRHE 16.30' IWlI,J,31,J=I,N,K31
0304 543 K7=0

_0,,05 .K f' =0
0306 K9=0
0307 I DO 560 J=2,N
0308"" DO 560 1=2 M
0309? _IF IB.LT.l6LGO TO 554 .. _
0310 IF (iTN6.GE.K21 GO TO 544
0311 IF lERROR.Gr.21 GO TO 554
0312 544 X=WIl!J,11

_0313. 546 .XX=_AS:> (ABS (WI 1 ,J_,311-A.tI_S.l.X)J._ ! _
~,,14 IF IXX.LI.C21 K8=K8+1
0315 IF (XX.GT.C21 K9=K9+1
0316 XIX=C2*1.1
0317 _IF IXX.GT.XIXI K7=K7+1
0318 Wll.J,1I=WlI,J,31
0319 I~ II.NE.21 GO TO 548
0320 Wll.J,II=Wll,J,31
0321 WII~3,J,II=wIM3,J,31

-0322 548 IF (J.NE.21 GO To '550
0323 WIl,I,II=WII,I,31
0324 .550 IF (J.FQ.NI GO TO 552
0325 . W(I,J,31=2.0*WlI ,J,31-:X .. __ ..._._ .... .
0326 552 WIM3,J,31=WIMl,J 131-2.*A*COSITHETA,
0327 Wll,J,31=WI3 1J,3 +2.*A*COSITHETAI
0328 X=ABSIALOG(O I,J.21/DII,J,1111
0329 IF I X.GT .0.341 K7=K7+1-0330 -Dll,Jtl)=Dtl,J,21 - -----.. -.--
0331 $(I,J,l)=SCI,J,2)
0332 Sfl,J,l)=SI1,J,2)
0333 __. .___ DCltJtll=Dll ,J,2)
0334 554 IF W ItJ,3).GF.O.~1 GO TO 55~
0335 IF (I.L .INTI GO TO 556
0336 SII,J,21=3.0*O.90*Cl1*~II.J,31**2/ICll*ABS(W(I.J.311**3+10 01**2

__Q3::U_ .I F .(SII,J,21.Ll.0.00lI.SII.J,2)_c.•_O_O.l _._ .. _
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0338 O( I t J, 21 =C4* (C 13*A8S (WI I, J,311 **3+1.0 I
0339 IF I.NE.INTI GO TO 560

-0340 S fl-; J, 21 =3 .0,,0-.45*CI2*Wl INT,J, 31**271 C12*ABSnrnNT ;J'3) 1- -.--- -
1**3+1.0)**2

0341 IF ISllyJ,21.lT.O.OOll Sll,J,Z)=.OOI
0342 011,J,2'=C~*IC14*ARSIW(lNT,J,31)**3+1.0)--0343 ~-- ---.-._-- _.-.--. GO TO 560
0344 556 SII,J,2)=3.0*0.45*CI2*WII!J,3)**2/1CI2*A8SIWII,J,3)**3+1.01**2
0345 IF (SII

i
J.21.lT.O.001l SII,Ji21=.001

0346 DII,J,Z =C5*IC14*ABSIWII,J,3 )**3+1.01-0347 GO TO 560 .. -- -.. - --- ----. - ---- -0 --0--.---.
0348 558 SII,J,21=O.O
0349 OII 1J,21=C4
0350 IF I.lT.INTI DII,J,2)=C5

-0351 IF II.EQ.INTI 011,J,21=C5
0352 560 CONTINUE

g~~~ 562 y~ ~jt~~~~E~~ZI ~~R~~ 566
--0355 5llltIFIITER .GT. Kll GO TO 73S---·--------------------------

0356 IFIT3.LT.C61 GO 10 150
0357 IF IERROR.GT.ZI GO TO 15D
0358 566 TIME=TIME+OELT

-0359 ----ITN4=ITN4+1
o 36() I1N3 =IlN3+ 1
0361 WRITf 16,35) ISIM3,J,31 .!J=I,ITN6)
0362 567 WRITE 16,401 ITER,lTN6,IIN4,K7,K8

-0363 WRITE-16,4U-OElT,TIME,ERRrn-- -.- --.---.
0364 I DO 572 J=2,IH
0365 ~ DO 572 I=2

J
Ml

0366 I !FIWII,J,l .GE.O.OI GO TO 568
-0367------ -lFII.NE.ZIGOT0568 .

0368 GIJI=-l.O
0369 GO TO 570
0370 568 IFIWII+I,J,II.GE.O.O) GO TO 571-0371 0 X=I-2 .- ._0 .. __ ._ ..• · 0.--

0372 . GIJI=X*A-A*WII,J,I)/IWII+I,J,I)-WII,J,II)
0373 570 I=Hl
0374 IFIJ.EQ.NlIGIN)=GINI)+IGINI)-GIN2)1*IRIN)-RINI))/IRINl)-RIN2)1

--0375 ----------------IF IGIN).lE.O.O) GIN)=O. ---.- - ... -.-.. -
0376 GO TO 572
0377 571 IFII.FQ.Mll GIJI=O.O
037R 572 CONTINUE

-0379 WRITE 16,35)--IR r-J) " J=:nW-,K5) -------. -. -'.0. --- ....•..
0380 WR IT E 16 ,42) 1GI J), J =2, N, K5 )
0381 DO 574 K=l,Ml
0382 I=~\3-K

-- 0383 --------- 574-- WR IT E 16,30)' I WI!, J 11, J=2 ,N, K31-·------·· .0 .- •••• - .-

0384 IF I ITN3.lT.I0)GO TO 605 .
0385 X=SIM,Nl,3)
0366 DO 576 K=l,MI

-0387 'I:M3-K - -----.
0388 on 575 J=2,Nl,K3
038Q 575 SII,J,31 = SII,J(3)/X
0390 576 WR IT F 16,44 1 ( S I, J, 3 1 ,J =2 ,N1, K31

... 0391 -__.--0'--- . WRlTF 16,25) X . -..
0392 I"II'J3:0
0393 no 579 K=l,Ml
0394 1= M3-K

i
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0395 DO 511 J=2,NI,K3
0396 SII,J,3)= RADI ICIl*ABSIWII,J,III**3 +1.1 __

-·0397 577 "IFlWtIi-J;U ·."GE.o.OI-S"lI,J 131-=-RAO-·- ---------.
0398 579 WRITElb,441 ISII,J,31 ,J=l,Nl,K31
0399 DO 584 K=1 ,M 1
0400 l=~13-K-0401 --.- -- X=1-2
0402 DO 500 J=2,N,K3
0403 580 SI!fJ,31=WII,JS11+A*X*COSITHETAI+SINllHETAI*IRINI-RIJII

-g~~ 5e4-~~"5~0IR~i?~1L.lh"!.2.1-'-.,l=4,N J !<31 -. ---.-----
0406 I=M3-K
0407 590 WRITE 16,44IlDII,J,II, J=2,N,K31

--gzg~-------- - ~~M~~~ K=I,Ml . -- ----
0410 595 WRITF 16,441 ISII,J,II,J=2,N,K31
0411 605 XY=DElT
0412 DD 620 I=2,M . _

-0413 Y= WI I;N, 1) ._.
0414 X=I-2
0415 IFIWII+I,N 1ll.GE.0.IGO TO 610

_.9416 ----------l~HrN,II =W 1 ,N 1,3 I -t.l WIl, N1,3 I~W.LU1U..t~ U *1 R{N} -lttN 1 )!/.:t_R I Nt) -R 1 .
0417 XX=GINI-X*A*COSITHFTAI
0418 IF IWII,N1ll .IT.XXI Wll IN,ll=XX
0419 610 I ~ IWII ,N , I. GT•YIWCliN, 1 .= Y . _ _ _

--0420 IFIWII,N,ll.GE.O.I W I,N,lI=O.
0421 ,. WII,N,21=WCI,N,11
0422 ~ 620 Wll tN,31=WCI,N,11
0423 ~ IF K8.GT.01 DElT=XY*Cl

-0424- ·IF IKCI.GT.ll OElT=XY
0425 IF IK7.Gl.II OELT=XY/CI
0426 I TN6=O
0427 IF CITN4.GT.l1 T4=1.0-0428 IF I IT N4. GT. --3 I . 14=1 .5-------·---· - ----_.----. ._--.-.-_._-- ---.
0429 T3= 0.0
0430 GO TO 150
0431 735 STOP

---0432 END

_____•• . " __ • • __ • -0 __ ••

._.._----------- ------_.------
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FIGURE B-1: The layout of the Field Instrumentation at Site N-l.
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FIGURE 8-4: Measured Soil Tensions at Site 85-2.
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FIGURE B-5: Measured Soil Tensions at Site N-2.
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